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Basis: Meredith Broussard’s book 
•  Artificial Unintelligence: How 

Computers Misunderstand the 
World (MIT Press, 2018) 

•  Chapter 7 is the single best 
introduction to machine learning! 

•  Based on a datacamp tutorial, with 
commentary: I expand on this 

•  (One subtle but important mistake: 
see https://www.mominmalik.com/
broussard) 
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“So, it’s not real AI?” 
•  “So, it’s not real AI?” he asked.  
•  “Oh, it’s real,” I said. “And it’s spectacular. 

But you know, don’t you, that there’s no 
simulated person inside the machine? 
Nothing like that exists. It’s computationally 
impossible.”  

•  His face fell. “I thought that’s what AI 
meant,” he said. “I heard about IBM 
Watson, and the computer that beat the 
champion at Go, and self-driving cars. I 
thought they invented real AI.”  
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Preliminaries 

Install R + Rstudio 
Introductions 
Learning goals 
Machine learning? Critical? 
Outline 
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Prepare to follow along later! 

•  If you don’t have it already, download and 
install R (search: “install R”) 
•  Also install RStudio (search: “install RStudio”) 
•  Installation should, at most, take about as 

long as the introduction 
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About me 

•   
•   
•    
•   
•    

at Harvard University
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What about you? 
• Undergrad student? 
• Grad student? 
• Academia? 
•  Industry? 
•  Public sector? 
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Learning goals by background 
•  No background in programming or statistics: 
–  See what doing machine learning looks like in 

practice 
–  Identify appropriateness of machine learning 
•  Linear regression (Excel, SPSS, Stata, Java): 
–  Use cross-validation 
•  Logistic regression, and/or Python or R: 
–  Build, evaluate, and critique a basic machine 

learning model 
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ML = Finding correlations for prediction 

•  Textbook definitions are aspirational.  
•  In practice, machine learning is about finding 

correlations that we can use for prediction 
•  Spurious correlations are fine, so long as 

they are robust 
•  Machine learning is not well suited for 

understanding (although people assume it is) 
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Critical = “See your glasses” 
• Critical: To be able to see the glasses with 

which you see the world (Agre, 2000) 
• A critical theory: identifies a false 

consciousness, and seeks to expose it to 
spur transformative action (Fay, 1987) 
–  I think “Data positivism” (Jones, 2019) is the 

false consciousness of machine learning 
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Outline 
1.  Machine learning is correlations 
2.  When to use machine learning 
3.  Background needed  
4.  Key concepts 
5.  Live, interactive demo 
6.  Q & A 
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Reminder: prepare for later! 

•  If you don’t have it already, download and 
install R (search: “install R”) 
•  Also install RStudio (search: “install RStudio”) 
•  Installation should, at most, take as long as 

the talk portion 
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Machine learning is correlations 

Machine learning is used to build systems 
Takes labels, correlates with other data 
“Predictions” are correlations 
Correlations can go wrong 
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ML examples: Building systems 
•  Recommend/narrow people’s choices to 

“relevant” ones (friend connections, 
search results, products) 
• Detection (facial, fraud) 
• Anticipation (customer demand, 

equipment failure) 
•  It “works”… 
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How? Correlates labels and other data 
“Source subject”: Marquese ScottPreliminaries 
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ML is all statistical 

xkcd.com/1838 
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(Critiques of statistics apply!) 
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(Critiques of statistics apply!) 

•  “A white woman can say that 
a neighborhood is ‘sketchy’ 
and most people will smile 
and nod. She felt unsafe, 
and we automatically trust 
her opinion. A black man can 
tell the world that every day 
he lives in fear of the police, 
and suddenly everyone 
demands statistical evidence 
to prove that his life 
experience is real.” 
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“Predictions” are just correlations 
•  Spurious (non-causal) 

correlations/trends can 
be used for prediction! 

•  But this can break 
down… 

•  Google Flu Trends: half 
flu detector, half winter 
detector (Lazer et al., 
2014) 

•  “X predicts Y” is really “X 
is correlated with Y” 
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Correlations can go wrong 
•  Do we know if a specific output is right or 

wrong? 
•  Treating people based on correlations denies 

agency and individuality 
•  Correlations are proxies, which can be gamed 
•  Correlations optimize to the average, leaving out 

those who are not “average” (as measured!) 
(Rose, 2014; Keyes, 2018) 

•  Mistakes can be unequally distributed across 
groups 
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Correlated, but cause is resources 

Resources 

Consume 
chocolate 

Science 
funding 

Nobel 
prizes 

A “causal graphical model”: 

Do past patterns continue? 
E.g., small European 
countries?  
(Missing from here:) 
•  (Nobel prizes supposedly 

awarded on “merit,” does 
that fit in? Where/How?) 

•  (What about prejudice?) 
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Can’t intervene based on correlations 
•  Probably won’t win 

more Nobel prizes 
by feeding 
population more 
chocolate 
•  Very different sets of 

correlations can 
“predict” equally 
well (Mullainathan & 
Spiess, 2017) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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The surprising part 
•  The best-fitting (most accurate*) model 

does not necessarily reflect how the world 
works 
•  This has been shocking in statistics for 

decades (Stein’s paradox, Leo Breiman’s 
“two cultures”), but little known outside 
• We can “predict” without “explaining”! 
* Or other relevant metric of success  
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When to use machine learning 

Key components of a good use case 
Example of a “responsible” use case 
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Key components of a good use case 
1.  We have “ground truth” (e.g., human 

labels, previous failures/fraud), and 
2.  Ground truth is hard to collect, and 
3.  We have some readily available proxy 

measure, and 
4.  We don’t care how or what in the proxy 

recovers the ground truth, only that it 
does 
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“Responsible” use case 
• Baseline: Clinical diagnosis of breast 

cancer 
•  Researchers built a machine learning 

model that correlated gene expressions 
with developing breast cancer 
• Which is better? Experimentally test! 

(Cardoso et al., 2016) 
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(Still: whose data 
went into the model? 
Who were the 
subjects in the 
experiment?) 
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Real-world testing: Details 

•  Before 
experiment 
(training data) 

•  High model 
risk, low 
clinical risk: 
randomize. 
Chemo worse! 

•  Low model 
risk, high 
clinical risk: 
chemo makes 
no difference 
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Background needed to do ML 

How much programming/CS? 
How much math? 
Which language/environment? 
Resources 
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How much programming/CS? 
•  For personal use: at least be able to write 

loops and functions, and know up to sorting 
algorithms. Nothing more!  
•  For production: some software development 

principles.  
•  Alternatives: Weka and Rapid Miner have 

graphical interfaces, no programming or 
required 
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How much math? 
•  To be a practitioner, same 

as what you need to do 
social statistics: algebra and 
a bit of calculus 

•  To understand and advance 
underlying mechanics: 
linear algebra, multivariate 
calculus 

•  To understand underling 
principles: learn probability 
and mathematical statistics 
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Which language/environment? 
•  Weka, Rapid Miner 
–  Basic use 
•  Python (numpy, scipy, scikitlearn, pandas) 
–  Scale, integrating into production, best 

visualizations (sometimes), all deep learning 
•  R 
–  More flexibility in how to use techniques, a self-

contained environment, and better integration 
with (social) statistics 
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Resources 
The

WEKA
Workbench

Eibe Frank, Mark A. Hall, and Ian H. Witten

Online Appendix for
“Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques”

Morgan Kaufmann, Fourth Edition, 2016

Springer Series in Statistics

Trevor Hastie
Robert Tibshirani
Jerome Friedman

Springer Series in Statistics

The Elements of
Statistical Learning
Data Mining, Inference, and Prediction

The Elem
ents of Statistical Learning

During the past decade there has been an explosion in computation and information tech-
nology. With it have come vast amounts of data in a variety of fields such as medicine, biolo-
gy, finance, and marketing. The challenge of understanding these data has led to the devel-
opment of new tools in the field of statistics, and spawned new areas such as data mining,
machine learning, and bioinformatics. Many of these tools have common underpinnings but
are often expressed with different terminology. This book describes the important ideas in
these areas in a common conceptual framework. While the approach is statistical, the
emphasis is on concepts rather than mathematics. Many examples are given, with a liberal
use of color graphics. It should be a valuable resource for statisticians and anyone interested
in data mining in science or industry. The book’s coverage is broad, from supervised learning
(prediction) to unsupervised learning. The many topics include neural networks, support
vector machines, classification trees and boosting—the first comprehensive treatment of this
topic in any book.

This major new edition features many topics not covered in the original, including graphical
models, random forests, ensemble methods, least angle regression & path algorithms for the
lasso, non-negative matrix factorization, and spectral clustering. There is also a chapter on
methods for “wide” data (p bigger than n), including multiple testing and false discovery rates.

Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, and Jerome Friedman are professors of statistics at
Stanford University. They are prominent researchers in this area: Hastie and Tibshirani
developed generalized additive models and wrote a popular book of that title. Hastie co-
developed much of the statistical modeling software and environment in R/S-PLUS and
invented principal curves and surfaces. Tibshirani proposed the lasso and is co-author of the
very successful An Introduction to the Bootstrap. Friedman is the co-inventor of many data-
mining tools including CART, MARS, projection pursuit and gradient boosting.

› springer.com

S T A T I S T I C S

ISBN 978-0-387-84857-0

Trevor Hastie • Robert Tibshirani • Jerome Friedman
The Elements of Statictical Learning

Hastie • Tibshirani • Friedm
an

Second Edition

Chapter 7: 
ML in action 
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Basics Theory 
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Model “fit” 
•  All machine learning and statistics models 

take in data, process them via some 
assumptions, and then give out something: 
relationships, and/or likely future values. 
•  The processing is called “fitting”, and the 

output is called a “fit.” Machine learning 
uses “learning” or “training,” but it’s the 
same.  
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Overfitting: fit to noise 

•  If we are no longer guided by theory, and use 
automatic methods, we risk overfitting: fitting to 
the the noise, not the signal (“memorize the 
data”) 
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Data splitting: Catch overfitting 

•  Idea: if we split data into two parts, the signal 
should be the same but the noise would be 
different 

•  Cross validation: Fitting the model on one part of 
the data, and “testing” on the other 

  
 

https://medium.com/greyatom/what-is-underfitting-and-overfitting-in-machine-learning-and-how-to-deal-with-it-6803a989c76 
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(Discrete version of overfitting) 

sex

age pclass

fare

age

fare

fare

male

3rd

< 15 ≥ 15

female

 < 6.5 ≥ 6.5 1st,2nd

 < 23 ≥ 23

 < 17

 < 7.9 ≥ 7.9

≥ 17

Sex <= 0.5
gini = 0.473

samples = 891
value = [549, 342]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.383

samples = 314
value = [81, 233]

True
Age <= 6.5
gini = 0.306

samples = 577
value = [468, 109]

False

Age <= 2.5
gini = 0.1

samples = 170
value = [9, 161]

Fare <= 23.35
gini = 0.5

samples = 144
value = [72, 72]

Pclass <= 1.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

Fare <= 28.856
gini = 0.091

samples = 168
value = [8, 160]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 28.231
gini = 0.182
samples = 69

value = [7, 62]

Fare <= 149.035
gini = 0.02

samples = 99
value = [1, 98]

Age <= 56.0
gini = 0.161
samples = 68

value = [6, 62]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 23.5
gini = 0.14

samples = 66
value = [5, 61]

Age <= 57.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [0, 14]

Age <= 27.5
gini = 0.174
samples = 52

value = [5, 47]

Age <= 25.5
gini = 0.397
samples = 11
value = [3, 8]

Age <= 37.0
gini = 0.093
samples = 41

value = [2, 39]

Fare <= 13.75
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [1, 6]

Fare <= 17.429
gini = 0.5

samples = 4
value = [2, 2]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [0, 5]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 24

value = [0, 24]

Age <= 39.0
gini = 0.208
samples = 17

value = [2, 15]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 25.965
gini = 0.117
samples = 16

value = [1, 15]

gini = 0.0
samples = 11

value = [0, 11]

Fare <= 26.125
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [1, 4]

Age <= 43.0
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 47.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 81

value = [0, 81]

Fare <= 152.506
gini = 0.105
samples = 18

value = [1, 17]

Age <= 23.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 16

value = [0, 16]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 36.5
gini = 0.484

samples = 117
value = [48, 69]

Age <= 5.5
gini = 0.198
samples = 27

value = [24, 3]

Fare <= 7.887
gini = 0.472

samples = 110
value = [42, 68]

Age <= 55.0
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [6, 1]

Age <= 29.25
gini = 0.393
samples = 41

value = [11, 30]

Fare <= 10.825
gini = 0.495
samples = 69

value = [31, 38]

Fare <= 6.988
gini = 0.355
samples = 39

value = [9, 30]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 7.523
gini = 0.332
samples = 38

value = [8, 30]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [0, 6]

Age <= 15.0
gini = 0.375
samples = 32

value = [8, 24]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 7.64
gini = 0.35

samples = 31
value = [7, 24]

Age <= 25.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

Fare <= 7.781
gini = 0.293
samples = 28

value = [5, 23]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Fare <= 7.762
gini = 0.375
samples = 20

value = [5, 15]

gini = 0.0
samples = 8

value = [0, 8]

Fare <= 7.744
gini = 0.291
samples = 17

value = [3, 14]

Age <= 20.0
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

Age <= 21.5
gini = 0.355
samples = 13

value = [3, 10]

Age <= 18.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

Age <= 25.0
gini = 0.298
samples = 11
value = [2, 9]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.346
samples = 9

value = [2, 7]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 23.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 19.0
gini = 0.434
samples = 22

value = [15, 7]

Fare <= 13.908
gini = 0.449
samples = 47

value = [16, 31]

Fare <= 10.152
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [1, 4]

Age <= 30.5
gini = 0.291
samples = 17

value = [14, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 7.988
gini = 0.219
samples = 16

value = [14, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 25.5
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 11

value = [11, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Fare <= 7.91
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 8

value = [0, 8]

Fare <= 15.373
gini = 0.484
samples = 39

value = [16, 23]

Age <= 28.5
gini = 0.32

samples = 10
value = [8, 2]

Fare <= 21.55
gini = 0.4

samples = 29
value = [8, 21]

Age <= 16.0
gini = 0.198
samples = 9

value = [8, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 14.75
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 20.8
gini = 0.435
samples = 25

value = [8, 17]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

Fare <= 18.629
gini = 0.351
samples = 22

value = [5, 17]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

Fare <= 17.6
gini = 0.43

samples = 16
value = [5, 11]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [0, 6]

Age <= 25.0
gini = 0.26

samples = 13
value = [2, 11]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

Age <= 27.0
gini = 0.346
samples = 9

value = [2, 7]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 30.0
gini = 0.219
samples = 8

value = [1, 7]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [0, 5]

Age <= 32.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 3.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

Fare <= 24.808
gini = 0.153
samples = 24

value = [22, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 23.8
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [3, 1]

Age <= 33.0
gini = 0.095
samples = 20

value = [19, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 19.0
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 29.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 13

value = [13, 0]

Age <= 38.5
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [6, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 24

value = [8, 16]

Pclass <= 1.5
gini = 0.28

samples = 553
value = [460, 93]

gini = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [0, 10]

Fare <= 20.825
gini = 0.49

samples = 14
value = [8, 6]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [0, 5]

Fare <= 31.331
gini = 0.198
samples = 9

value = [8, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [5, 0]

Age <= 2.5
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [3, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 26.144
gini = 0.46

samples = 120
value = [77, 43]

Fare <= 51.698
gini = 0.204

samples = 433
value = [383, 50]

gini = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [10, 0]

Age <= 53.0
gini = 0.476

samples = 110
value = [67, 43]

Fare <= 27.135
gini = 0.495
samples = 89

value = [49, 40]

Age <= 75.5
gini = 0.245
samples = 21

value = [18, 3]

Fare <= 26.469
gini = 0.26

samples = 13
value = [2, 11]

Fare <= 387.665
gini = 0.472
samples = 76

value = [47, 29]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

Age <= 46.5
gini = 0.346
samples = 9

value = [2, 7]

Age <= 40.0
gini = 0.408
samples = 7

value = [2, 5]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Age <= 31.0
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [1, 4]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Fare <= 134.642
gini = 0.463
samples = 74

value = [47, 27]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Age <= 27.5
gini = 0.481
samples = 67

value = [40, 27]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

Age <= 24.5
gini = 0.426
samples = 13
value = [4, 9]

Fare <= 115.442
gini = 0.444
samples = 54

value = [36, 18]

Age <= 17.5
gini = 0.49
samples = 7

value = [4, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [0, 6]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Age <= 22.0
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [4, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

Age <= 23.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 29.1
gini = 0.426
samples = 52

value = [36, 16]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [5, 0]

Fare <= 30.598
gini = 0.449
samples = 47

value = [31, 16]

Fare <= 30.25
gini = 0.408
samples = 7

value = [2, 5]

Age <= 49.5
gini = 0.399
samples = 40

value = [29, 11]

Age <= 28.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 4
value = [2, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Age <= 47.5
gini = 0.424
samples = 36

value = [25, 11]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [4, 0]

Age <= 43.0
gini = 0.35

samples = 31
value = [24, 7]

Fare <= 99.994
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [1, 4]

Age <= 36.5
gini = 0.423
samples = 23

value = [16, 7]

gini = 0.0
samples = 8

value = [8, 0]

Fare <= 37.55
gini = 0.291
samples = 17

value = [14, 3]

Fare <= 41.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 6

value = [2, 4]

Fare <= 35.25
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

Fare <= 54.5
gini = 0.153
samples = 12

value = [11, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 8

value = [8, 0]

Fare <= 61.8
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [3, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 52.277
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [2, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 37.5
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [1, 3]

Fare <= 52.827
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 35.077
gini = 0.18

samples = 20
value = [18, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 11

value = [11, 0]

Fare <= 42.502
gini = 0.346
samples = 9

value = [7, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 78.244
gini = 0.219
samples = 8

value = [7, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [5, 0]

Fare <= 96.238
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Age <= 13.0
gini = 0.193

samples = 417
value = [372, 45]

Fare <= 63.023
gini = 0.43

samples = 16
value = [11, 5]

Fare <= 17.344
gini = 0.444
samples = 12
value = [8, 4]

Age <= 32.25
gini = 0.182

samples = 405
value = [364, 41]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.32

samples = 10
value = [8, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 24.212
gini = 0.198
samples = 9

value = [8, 1]

Age <= 10.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 30.75
gini = 0.206

samples = 300
value = [265, 35]

Fare <= 7.91
gini = 0.108

samples = 105
value = [99, 6]

Fare <= 23.35
gini = 0.185

samples = 282
value = [253, 29]

Fare <= 7.815
gini = 0.444
samples = 18

value = [12, 6]

Fare <= 22.888
gini = 0.195

samples = 265
value = [236, 29]

gini = 0.0
samples = 17

value = [17, 0]

Age <= 28.75
gini = 0.19

samples = 264
value = [236, 28]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 15.173
gini = 0.179

samples = 241
value = [217, 24]

Fare <= 10.0
gini = 0.287
samples = 23

value = [19, 4]

Fare <= 7.798
gini = 0.165

samples = 220
value = [200, 20]

Fare <= 15.373
gini = 0.308
samples = 21

value = [17, 4]

Fare <= 7.762
gini = 0.215
samples = 90

value = [79, 11]

Age <= 20.5
gini = 0.129

samples = 130
value = [121, 9]

Fare <= 7.24
gini = 0.169
samples = 75

value = [68, 7]

Age <= 20.0
gini = 0.391
samples = 15

value = [11, 4]

Age <= 27.5
gini = 0.245
samples = 42

value = [36, 6]

Fare <= 7.746
gini = 0.059
samples = 33

value = [32, 1]

Age <= 26.0
gini = 0.363
samples = 21

value = [16, 5]

Fare <= 7.227
gini = 0.091
samples = 21

value = [20, 1]

Age <= 19.5
gini = 0.32

samples = 20
value = [16, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

Fare <= 2.006
gini = 0.426
samples = 13
value = [9, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 7.133
gini = 0.375
samples = 12
value = [9, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Age <= 21.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 6
value = [3, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 7.227
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

Age <= 24.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [14, 0]

Age <= 28.25
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [6, 1]

gini = 0.278
samples = 6

value = [5, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 21

value = [21, 0]

Age <= 23.0
gini = 0.153
samples = 12

value = [11, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.165
samples = 11

value = [10, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [4, 0]

Age <= 26.5
gini = 0.463
samples = 11
value = [7, 4]

Age <= 21.5
gini = 0.408
samples = 7

value = [5, 2]

Age <= 27.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 4
value = [2, 2]

Fare <= 7.785
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

Age <= 24.5
gini = 0.32
samples = 5

value = [4, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Age <= 25.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 7.785
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 8.104
gini = 0.251
samples = 34

value = [29, 5]

Fare <= 8.081
gini = 0.08

samples = 96
value = [92, 4]

Fare <= 7.91
gini = 0.408
samples = 14

value = [10, 4]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.095
samples = 20

value = [19, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Age <= 18.5
gini = 0.5

samples = 8
value = [4, 4]

Age <= 17.0
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

Fare <= 7.988
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

Age <= 19.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 18.5
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [6, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 13

value = [13, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [4, 0]

Fare <= 11.75
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 54

value = [54, 0]

Fare <= 8.273
gini = 0.172
samples = 42

value = [38, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 26.5
gini = 0.136
samples = 41

value = [38, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 21

value = [21, 0]

Fare <= 14.158
gini = 0.255
samples = 20

value = [17, 3]

Fare <= 13.681
gini = 0.337
samples = 14

value = [11, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Age <= 27.5
gini = 0.26

samples = 13
value = [11, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

Fare <= 11.75
gini = 0.18

samples = 10
value = [9, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

Fare <= 13.25
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Age <= 27.0
gini = 0.188
samples = 19

value = [17, 2]

Fare <= 15.921
gini = 0.346
samples = 9

value = [7, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [10, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Age <= 25.5
gini = 0.219
samples = 8

value = [7, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Fare <= 19.681
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Fare <= 9.492
gini = 0.375
samples = 16

value = [12, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

Age <= 29.5
gini = 0.245
samples = 14

value = [12, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

Fare <= 7.973
gini = 0.408
samples = 7

value = [5, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [7, 0]

Fare <= 7.885
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Fare <= 7.762
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [3, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 7.398
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

Fare <= 7.875
gini = 0.48

samples = 15
value = [9, 6]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 26.125
gini = 0.459
samples = 14
value = [9, 5]

Fare <= 20.925
gini = 0.486
samples = 12
value = [7, 5]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Age <= 31.5
gini = 0.463
samples = 11
value = [7, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Pclass <= 2.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

Fare <= 8.206
gini = 0.375
samples = 8

value = [6, 2]

Fare <= 11.75
gini = 0.5

samples = 2
value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 7.988
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [3, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

Fare <= 7.91
gini = 0.375
samples = 4

value = [3, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 32

value = [32, 0]

Fare <= 7.988
gini = 0.151
samples = 73

value = [67, 6]

Age <= 38.0
gini = 0.5

samples = 4
value = [2, 2]

Age <= 61.0
gini = 0.109
samples = 69

value = [65, 4]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [1, 0]

Age <= 41.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [1, 2]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

Fare <= 13.25
gini = 0.087
samples = 66

value = [63, 3]

Age <= 64.0
gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

Fare <= 12.938
gini = 0.157
samples = 35

value = [32, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 31

value = [31, 0]

Age <= 44.5
gini = 0.08

samples = 24
value = [23, 1]

Age <= 45.0
gini = 0.298
samples = 11
value = [9, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 17

value = [17, 0]

Age <= 46.0
gini = 0.245
samples = 7

value = [6, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [6, 0]

Age <= 40.5
gini = 0.375
samples = 8

value = [6, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

Age <= 35.0
gini = 0.278
samples = 6

value = [5, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 2

value = [1, 1]

gini = 0.444
samples = 3

value = [2, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [3, 0]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [2, 0]

Age <= 30.0
gini = 0.408
samples = 7

value = [2, 5]

gini = 0.0
samples = 9

value = [9, 0]

Age <= 27.0
gini = 0.48
samples = 5

value = [2, 3]

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0, 2]

gini = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0, 1]

gini = 0.5
samples = 4

value = [2, 2]
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“Accuracy paradox” 
•  Say, 5 out of 1000 observations are 

positive (“extreme class imbalance”) 
• A classifier that always predicts negative is 

99.5% accurate, but useless  
• Other metrics are more meaningful 
• Use the confusion matrix 
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Confusion matrix 
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Confusion matrix 
True label 
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Specificity = 
TN/(TF+TN) 
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Confusion matrix 
True label 

 
N = 165 

 
Positive: 105 

 
Negative: 60 

Accuracy = 
0.91 

 
Predicted 

label 

Predicted 
positive: 110 

TP = 100 FP = 10 Precision = 
0.91  

↑Overall 
correct 

Predicted 
negative: 55 

FN = 5 TN = 50 ↑How much 
is relevant 

 
 

Recall/
sensitivity =  
0.95 

← How 
many you 
detect 

How many → 
you correctly 
reject 

Specificity = 
0.83 
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Feature engineering 
•  In social science, we have the variables (e.g., the 

survey responses) 
•  In machine learning, you might have lots of text 

data, or lots of sensor data, for a single outcome 
•  “Feature engineering”: heuristics to extract 

variables to summarize the data. Huge part of ML, 
no systematic solution for every data type 

•  Deep learning exciting because it does 
“automatically”, but only for very specific data 
types 
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Example for demo: Titanic 
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Datacamp “Titanic” example 
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Broussard’s Commentary 
•  Captain: “Put the women and children 

in and lower away.”  
•  First Officer: women and children first 
•  Second Officer: women and children 

only 
•  “the lifeboat number isn’t in the data. 

This is a profound and insurmountable 
problem. Unless a factor is loaded into 
the model and represented in a manner 
a computer can calculate, it won’t 
count… The computer can’t reach out 
and find out the extra information that 
might matter. A human can.” 
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Fit a “decision tree” for survival 
sex

age pclass

fare

age

fare

fare

male

3rd

< 15 ≥ 15

female

 < 6.5 ≥ 6.5 1st,2nd

 < 23 ≥ 23

 < 17

 < 7.9 ≥ 7.9

≥ 17
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Social science baseline for comparison 

•  5 econometrics 
papers from Frey, 
Savage, and Torgler 
(2009-2011) give a 
comparative “social 
statistics” approach 
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Abstract
This paper seeks to empirically identify what factors make it more or less likely for 
people to survive in a life-threatening situation. Three factors relate to individual 
attributes of the persons onboard: physical strength, economic resources, and 
nationality. Two relate to social aspects: social support and social norms. The Titanic 
disaster is a life-or-death situation. Otherwise-disregarded aspects of human nature 
become apparent in such a dangerous situation. The empirical analysis supports the 
notion that social norms are a key determinant in extreme situations of life or death.

Keywords
decision under pressure, disasters, power, quasi-natural experiment, survival, tragic 
events

1 Situations of life or death
This paper asks the question: what individual and social factors determine 
survival in a situation of life or death? The basic idea is that otherwise- 
disregarded aspects of human nature become more readily visible in the 
most dangerous situations in which some individuals perish and others save 
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a b s t r a c t

This paper explores what determines the survival of people in a life-and-death situation.
The sinking of the Titanic allows us to inquire whether pro-social behavior matters in such
extreme situations. This event can be considered a quasi-natural experiment. The empirical
results suggest that social norms such as ‘women and children first’ persevered during
such an event. Women of reproductive age and crew members had a higher probability of
survival. Passenger class, fitness, group size, and cultural background also mattered.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

How selfish soever man may be supposed, there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune
of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of seeing it.

The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Smith, 1790).

1. Introduction

At the very core of economics lies the question of scarcity, or “how society makes choices concerning the use of limited
resources” (Stiglitz, 1988). To achieve utility-maximization from a limited set of resources, traditional economic models
assume that individuals actively pursue their material self-interest. The Homo Economicus theory has shown to be useful in
many cases. However, substantial evidence has been generated that suggests that other motives such as altruism, fairness,
and morality profoundly affect the behavior of many individuals. People may punish others who have harmed them or
reward others who have helped them, sacrificing their own wealth (Camerer et al., 2004). People donate blood or organs
without being compensated; they donate money to charitable organizations. During wartime many individuals volunteer
to join the armed forces and are willing to take high risks as soldiers (Elster, 2007). Citizens vote in elections incurring
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To understand human behavior, it is important to know under
what conditions people deviate from selfish rationality. This study
explores the interaction of natural survival instincts and internal-
ized social norms using data on the sinking of the Titanic and the
Lusitania. We show that time pressure appears to be crucial when
explaining behavior under extreme conditions of life and death.
Even though the two vessels and the composition of their passen-
gers were quite similar, the behavior of the individuals on board
was dramatically different. On the Lusitania, selfish behavior
dominated (which corresponds to the classical homo economicus);
on the Titanic, social norms and social status (class) dominated,
which contradicts standard economics. This difference could be
attributed to the fact that the Lusitania sank in 18 min, creating
a situation in which the short-run flight impulse dominated behav-
ior. On the slowly sinking Titanic (2 h, 40 min), there was time for
socially determined behavioral patterns to reemerge. Maritime
disasters are traditionally not analyzed in a comparative manner
with advanced statistical (econometric) techniques using individ-
ual data of the passengers and crew. Knowing human behavior
under extreme conditions provides insight into howwidely human
behavior can vary, depending on differing external conditions.

altruism and self-interest | decisions under pressure | fight and flight |
tragic events | Quasi-Natural Experiment

On the night of April 14, 1912, the Titanic collided with an
iceberg and sank, resulting in the death of 1,517 people.

Three years later, on May 7, 1915, the Lusitania was torpedoed
by a German U-boat and sank; 1,198 people died in this tragedy.
We explore the interaction of survival instincts and the materi-
alization of internalized social norms using data on these two
disasters, both of which demonstrate a similar shortage of life-
boats and survival rates (∼30%), a comparable number of crew
members in relation to passengers (∼40%), and similarities in
passengers’ sociodemographic and socioeconomic structures
(Table 1). Because the two maritime disasters occurred within 3
years of each other, stable historical norms can be assumed.
Maritime disasters, specifically shipping disasters such as the

sinking of the Titanic or Lusitania, are in general not analyzed in a
comparative manner with advanced statistical (econometric)
techniques using individual data of the passengers and crew. This
analysis provides innovative insights into the behavior of individ-
uals under extreme conditions. Economics traditionally assumes
that human beings behave in a rational and selfish way, which is
shaped by external conditions (1, 2). Recent research has provided
evidence that these assumptions do not always hold, however (3–
5). Even though the two vessels and the composition of the pas-
sengerswere quite similar, the behavior of the individuals on board
was dramatically different. On the Lusitania, selfish behavior
prevailed (which corresponds to the classical homo economicus),
whereas on the Titanic, the adherence to social norms and social
status (class) dominated. This difference could be attributed to the
fact that the Lusitania sank in only 18 min, creating a situation in
which the short-runflight impulse dominates behavior, whereas on

the slowly sinking Titanic (2 h, 40 min), there was time for socially
determined behavioral patterns to reemerge. It also can be argued
that the fact that theLusitaniawas sunk during a time of warmight
have provoked different reactions. For example, the passengers on
theLusitaniamight be have been less risk-averse.Warning notices
had been printed in the leading newspapers reminding trans-
atlantic passengers that a state of war was in effect, that any vessel
traveling under the British flag was liable to destruction, and that
passengers sailed at their own risk. On the other hand, there are
several reasonable suppositions supporting the idea that the
Lusitania should not have been at risk, primarily because it was
capable of sufficient speed to outrun enemy torpedoes. The
Lusitania held the transatlantic Blue Riband award for speed at
the time, and it was a vessel carrying civilian passengers, not a
warship. Finally, it was carrying a number of neutral American
civilians. Maritime law states that in wartime, merchant vessels
must be given a warning before attack, whereas warships should
not expect any warning. The Lusitania was never given such a
warning by the attacking German U-boat (6). The cargo was
generally of the ordinary kind, but also included a number of cases
of cartridges (about 5,000). Contrary to German claims, the
steamer carried no masked guns, trained gunners, or special
ammunition, nor was she transporting troops (7).
The likelihood that the passengers of the Lusitania knew about

the tragic events of the sinking of the Titanic should not be exclu-
ded. For example, whereas many of the passengers on the Titanic
may have (wrongly) believed that they would ultimately be rescued
(8), those on the Lusitania may have learned from the experience
of the Titanic. This may have led those passengers to change their
behavior (i.e., increase self-preserving behavior). Nevertheless,
maritime disasters have similarities to quasi-natural experiments,
whose great advantage is randomization and realism (9–11). The
disasters occurred due to an exogenous event, and the resulting
life-and-death situation affected every person aboard equally.
Many social scientists assume that in a life-and-death sit-

uation, self-interested reactions predominate. Social cohesion is
expected to disappear, and the desire to act in accordance with
self-interest takes over (12, 13). In states of extreme privatization
(14), “the social contract is thrown away, and each man single-
mindedly attempts to save his own life at whatever cost to oth-
ers” (15). On the other hand, social norms are followed for
intrinsic reasons; people believe them to be “right” (16) or fear
social sanctions when violating them (17). The emerging disaster
literature suggests that prosocial behavior predominates in such
contexts (18). Laboratory experiments have shown that strategic
incentives are important to the understanding of whether self-
regarding or other-regarding preferences dominate (19).
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Compare: narrative and “prediction” 
•  Joseph Philippe Lemercier 

Laroche 
•  Haitian engineer 
•  Married French woman, Juliette 

Lafargue 
•  Denied jobs in France 
•  Was returning to Haiti where his 

uncle was president (!) with 
Juliette, pregnant, and their two 
children, Simonne and Louise 

•  2003 opera by Sharon J. Willis 
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Demo time!  
Data:  
https://www.mominmalik.com/titanic.csv 
https://github.com/momin-malik/guides/raw/master/titanic.csv 
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End note: Decide how distracted to be 
“The function, the very serious function of 
racism is distraction. It keeps you from doing 
your work. It keeps you explaining, over and 
over again, your reason for being. Somebody 
says you have no language and you spend 
twenty years proving that you do. Somebody 
says your head isn’t shaped properly so you 
have scientists working on the fact that it is. 
Somebody says you have no art, so you dredge 
that up. Somebody says you have no kingdoms, 
so you dredge that up. None of this is 
necessary. There will always be one more thing.”  

–Toni Morrison, 1931-2019 
(Thanks to my partner, Maya Randolph) 
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Thank you! Questions? 
•  Please send feedback!  

https://forms.gle/TrY7z6qivuVf2C8p7 
•  Contact me: 

momin_malik@cyber.harvard.edu 
•  Summary:  
–  Machine learning is correlations 
–  Can be powerful, but also can fail and (both in 

successes and failures) be oppressive 
–  It leaves out a lot 
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Extra: problems with “explainability” 

Or “interpretability” 
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Explanations of models seem to be about 
the world 

•  Decision list: interpretable and explainable 
•  Lethan, Rudin et al.: “For example, we predict 

that a passenger is less likely to survive than not 
because he or she was in the 3rd class.” 

•  “Because” the model, or “because” the world?  

if male and adult then survival probability 21% (19%–23%)
else if 3rd class then survival probability 44% (38%–51%)
else if 1st class then survival probability 96% (92%–99%)
else survival probability 88% (82%–94%)
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But ML is correlations, not causes 
•  Finale Doshi-Velez & Been Kim: “one can provide a feasible 

explanation that fails to correspond to a causal structure, 
exposing a potential concern.” 

•  Rich Caruana et al.: “Because the models in this paper are 
intelligible, it is tempting to interpret them causally. Although 
the models accurately explain the predictions they make, 
they are still based on correlation.” 

•  Zachary Lipton: “Another problem is that such an 
interpretation might explain the behavior of the model but 
not give deep insight into the causal associations in the 
underlying data… The real goal may be to discover 
potentially causal associations that can guide interventions.” 
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Wish list for interpretability 
•  Face validity as a way to check the model 
• Anticipate where the model might break 

down (e.g., when it fails face validity) 
• Use domain knowledge to ‘fine-tune’ the 

model 
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Female, 3rd class less likely to survive 
because of higher fare?  
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Lacks face validity, but holds on test data 
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Converse: has face validity, but fails to 
generalize? 
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Yes. Interpretability doesn’t help 
anticipate breakdowns 
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Interpretations to ‘fine-tune’ model? 
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Model is already optimally tuned 
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Extra: Discrete “correlations” 
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ML model = “Ground truth” + proxy 
•  Correlate known values/

labels with available 
proxy for unknown 
values/labels 

•  Find decision boundary/
criterion/threshold. Use 
this to treat new 
observations 

•  Shift that boundary to 
prioritize certain metrics 

•  Most ML is basically this! 
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Regression: Continuous relationship 
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Classification: Discrete relationship 
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